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Abstract
This paper examines the possibility of automatic extraction of future stock price information from the annual Form 10-K produced by publicly traded companies in the United States of America. While previous approaches to automatically interpreting corporate documents have tended to utilize extensive expert knowledge to preprocess and analyze documents, our approach inputs documents verbatim to a compression classifier. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the new approach on a newly constructed dataset based around the Dow Jones Industrial Average over the period 1994-2009. We find statistically significant increase in average returns of stocks recommended by the new system as compared with the Dow as a whole. Also examined are two hypotheses regarding the predictive power of 10-K reports. First, whether congressional attempts to make Form 10-K filings more informative had a measurable impact, and second, whether the filings have long-term predictive value in a dynamically changing market.

Introduction
This work examines several hypotheses regarding the application of Dynamic Markov Compression (DMC) to the prediction of long term stock price movements, based on the information present in annual regulatory filings. This problem has recently seen a substantial amount of interest following Li’s 2006 findings that the level of linguistic complexity in such documents was a good predictor of company quality (Li 2008). Currently, most approaches incorporate considerable expert knowledge and preprocessing of the data in order to produce good results. In contrast, we examine the performance of a simplistic trading strategy, based on a classifier which is provided with raw (i.e. unprocessed) regulatory filings as input. We find that the resulting system is able to reliably differentiate between profitable and unprofitable stocks. Further experiments show that the system’s performance improves as additional data is provided, and that attempts to regulate the language present in such reports do not appear to produce measurable effects.

Background
We begin by examining related work using the annual regulatory filings (specifically Form 10-K) of publicly traded companies for automated analysis of stock prices and company outlooks. While there has been considerable recent work, much of it utilizes copious expert knowledge, and experimental datasets are largely unstandardized.

We follow this review with a brief discussion of Dynamic Markov Compression and its application to classification tasks, especially spam detection. Parallels are drawn between spam and the reports of under-performing companies.

Related Work
Form 10-K is a document which the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) requires publicly traded companies to file on an annual basis, providing a comprehensive picture of the company’s performance over the past year. Information provided in the form includes 3rd-party audited financial statements, comprehensive analysis of the companies’ exposure to risk factors (e.g. which commodities are most important to production; foreseeable factors that could dramatically change demand etc.), any legal filings, and future performance forecasts written by upper management.

Form 10-K, and the annual reports to shareholders which present simplified information from the corresponding 10-K filings, are widely considered by investors to be a good source of predictive information with respect to a company’s future performance. In a large international study of the reports’ perceived usefulness, they were consistently ranked as the most important item used to make investment decisions (Chang, Most, and Brain 1983). Annual reports were also rated more useful by professional investors and analysts than private investors. One possible reason for this is found in more recent research which suggests annual reports should be classified as technical literature, putting them outside the ready understanding of the general public (Jones and Shoemaker 1994). A related 1993 study of investors in the Netherlands produced similar findings, including showing that professional investors and analysts considered previous years’ reports to have valuable information as well (Vergoossen 1993). Following rapid improvements in natural language processing (NLP) and information retrieval
Dynamic Markov Compression for Classification

Dynamic Markov Compression (DMC) is a compression algorithm developed by Cormack and Horspool (Cormack and Horspool 1987), which functions by constructing a Markov model of a bitwise representation of the input message. The model is used to inform the choice of compression coding scheme for the next bit, providing a highly flexible and effective compression method. Like other compression algorithms, DMC is readily converted into a classification algorithm. A compression model is derived separately for each class in the training data. Test data is then compressed under each model separately, and the relative compression levels are indicators of the test data's similarity to each of the various classes (Buttcher, Clarke, and Cormack 2010).

DMC has been applied with success in the domain of spam classification (Bratko et al. 2006), which suggests it might also be well suited to classification of regulatory filings. As discussed above, managers of under-performing companies, consciously or unconsciously, attempt to obfuscate regulatory filings (Bloomfield 2002)(Li 2008). Consequently, classification of such reports is an adversarial task, much like spam classification.

Experiment

Three hypotheses are evaluated. First, we test whether a compression classifier based around DMC can make better than chance predictions about the performance of various stocks over a one year period, based on previous years' Form 10-K filings filings. Second, the effect of the SEC "Regulation Fair Disclosure" (RFD) on the model's performance is evaluated. RFD mandated that publicly traded companies must disclose investment information simultaneously to all investors, rather than providing it in private meetings with select professional investors. Previous work has found measurable decrease in performance in classification systems based around the writings of professional investors and analysts(Huang, Zang, and Zheng 2014) following the 2001 implementation of RFD. Thus, we are interested in whether the information content of annual reports increased as a result, indicating that companies were now sharing information more broadly, or remained unchanged. In the event that reports did contain more explicit information, we would expect to see a decrease in the performance of DMC, since obvious information will be capitalized on more rapidly by traders, reducing the potential for DMC to exploit hidden information. Finally, we examine whether DMC improves its performance as more historical data is provided to the model. While one might intuitively suppose this final hypothesis to be true, older reports could be misleading. For
example, a classifier with 10 reports from a company during a period of booming business might take several years to start detecting that the company is headed for bankruptcy.

Data
There is, to the best knowledge of these authors (and others: (Butler and Kešelj 2009)), no publicly available dataset of the sort required to test the hypotheses outlined above. Probably this is due to the high demand for such information, which makes it undesirable to share free of charge. Services like Thomson Reuters run profitable businesses providing this data. Further, stock market data is often difficult to collect, and is not well behaved. For example, most public databases of stock information are indexed by a stock’s “ticker symbol” - a unique identifier which is used when trading on an exchange. No constraints exist to prevent companies from adopting defunct ticker symbols as their own. A good example of this is Bell Telephone’s symbol ‘T’. When Bell’s monopoly was broken up, the symbol was transferred to child company AT&T, because it was considered a prestigious item. When AT&T was sold to SBC, SBC adopted ‘T’ as its own. SBC later changed its name to AT&T, while retaining the same symbol. Consequently, querying for information on the symbol ‘T’ may bring up information on any subset of these companies. Especially confusing is that when a company changes symbols, its older records are likely to be stored under the new symbol. Thus a query for reports on ‘T’ in 1999 could bring up reports for SBC, labeled with its present day name (AT&T), as well as reports for the now defunct company which traded as AT&T in 1999. Finally, we are aware of no publicly available database which stores historical pricing information for stocks which are no longer publicly traded, likely due in part to the prodigious amounts of storage space required for such a task.

As a result a new dataset was constructed specifically for this task. Previous authors ((Butler and Kešelj 2009),(Balakrishnan, Qiu, and Srinivasan 2010)) have used a somewhat arbitrary approach to the construction of their datasets, focusing on specific industries or time periods without ample justification or description, and so their results are difficult to reproduce. Consequently, this dataset is constructed to be a representative sample of the stock market as a whole, over the full period for which data is readily attainable. The set was based around the stocks comprising the Dow Jones Industrial Average (hereafter, the DJIA), a basket of 30 stocks thought to be representative of the American economy as a whole (Website 2014a). The stocks comprising the DJIA are periodically adjusted, so that companies whose fortunes are no longer representative of their industry, or industries that are no longer representative of the market as a whole, are replaced by representative competitors. For example, Walmart was added to the average as a replacement for the department stores it displaced, including Walgreens and Sears. The DJIA was selected for use in this work both because of its widespread usage (Website 2014a)(OConnor and Madden 2006), and because its comparatively small size better facilitated the largely manual data collection than other indexes such as the S&P500.

The new dataset was constructed in three phases. First, the set of stocks comprising the DJIA was determined for each year in the period 1994-2010. This period was selected because 1994 is the earliest year for which companies began to make electronic filings with the SEC. Consequently, 1994 is the first year for which 10-K filings are available through the SEC’s public database, EDGAR (Securities and Website 2014). The historical composition of the index was obtained from the Dow Jones Indexes, the holding company which maintains the index (Website 2014b). Second, the EDGAR database was searched by hand to obtain the Form 10-K filings of each company during the period which they were part of the DJIA. The reports were downloaded in their entirety, and any attachments to the filings were appended. Finally, historical data was obtained from the publicly accessible Yahoo Finance database for each company during the period of interest. The data collected during this phase included monthly stock prices, dividend payments, and stock splits. This data was then processed to produce a simple scalar value indicating the year-over-year returns for each company during the period in which they were on the DJIA. Years were assumed to start and end on April 1st.

This dataset is somewhat arbitrary, but provides consistency to the dataset. The only deadline the SEC provides for 10-K filings is 90 days following the end of the company’s fiscal year. Fortunately, although companies are not required to use any particular dates as the start and end of a fiscal year, the companies comprising the DJIA overwhelming use the calendar year as their fiscal year, with virtually all reports in the dataset appearing during January and March of the following year. A very small number appear before that time, but none earlier than November. Consequently, the April 1st deadline ensures that all reports have been filed. This approach to computing returns is conservative with respect to the hypothesis of interest, because stock movements in response to positive reports will likely have taken place well in advance of the time at which our models are allowed to invest. Therefore, our models’ profits ought to be lower on this dataset than on one where purchases of a particular company’s stock are instead permitted on the day its report is released.

Unfortunately, the data set is incomplete, due to the incompleteness of databases from which it is derived. In particular, the lack of price, dividend, and split information for companies that went bankrupt or were involved in mergers or acquisitions during the period of interest was difficult or impossible to obtain from public sources. The omissions fall disproportionately heavily on the earliest years in the data, and that many of the companies in question were not performing especially well (as evidenced by the number of bankruptcies and acquisitions). Consequently, we expect that the returns on this data set will tend to be higher in early years than in later years. This is compensated for in our experiments by using baseline performance values derived from the dataset, rather than from the historic DJIA performance. While the missing data could be collected from newspaper archives, that process was not pursued in this work.

\(^3\)http://finance.yahoo.com/
information content in annual reports is sensitive to class balance in the training data. Models which have substantially more training data will tend to compress any data better than models which have substantially less. Consequently, using absolute returns would tend to produce degenerate models for this algorithm. Additionally, we justify this division by noting that investors want to invest in the best performing stocks, not just stocks with positive returns.

The problem examined with respect to this dataset is the classification of stocks into over- vs. under-performing categories on a yearly basis. A secondary criteria of interest is to select stocks such that yearly returns are maximized.

### Experimental Setup

The basic experimental setup was as follows. For a given year in the dataset, two DMC compression models were constructed, based on the 10-K filings of all over- and underperforming stocks from all prior years respectively. The filings for each company in the present year where then compressed by each model. Those that were compressed to a smaller size under the over-performing model were labeled “buy”, with the rest being labeled “ignore”. This approach mirrors one used by other authors in spam detection (Frank, Chui, and Witten 2000)(Teahan 2000). Data is gathered for each year in the period 1995-2009, and then pooled for analysis. The pooling of data ignores the effects due to having larger and larger amounts of data present in the model, but this effect is evaluated independently in a later hypothesis. The purpose of this experiment is simply to determine if the recommendations made by the system over the period of interest are better than chance, and hence, whether there is usable information in the reports.

To test the two remaining hypotheses small modifications were made to the basic experimental setup. For the second hypothesis, one model was evaluated as described above on each year from 1995 to 2000. A second model was evaluated on each year from 2002-2007, and allowed only to use reports from 2001 onwards in its training. The two models were compared on the basis of their over- or under-performance against the DJIA as a whole in each of their respective years. The third hypothesis was evaluated similarly, with DMC being trained each year only on the filings from the immediately preceding year. The data were compared on a year by year basis with the data from experiment 1 to determine the relevance of historical filings to the model.

The labels returned by the models were evaluated on the basis of the returns of the corresponding stocks. Stock returns were simply the percentage gain which an investor would receive if they purchased the stock on April 1st of the year in question, and then sold it on the following March 31st, including all dividends and stock splits. This represents a very passive investment strategy. The choice of a passive strategy is deliberate, both because such a strategy is easy to implement, and because the strategy can reveal the existence of hidden information in reports which is not properly priced into the underlying stock by the market. If DMC earns a profit on out of date information, then the information is not accurately reflected in the stock price.

### Results and Discussion

#### Information Content of Annual Reports

The data from the first experiment consisted of 407 data points, which were used to test the hypothesis that the reports contained useful data. To facilitate statistical analysis, 13 points with yearly returns of over 100% were removed as outliers. The returns of remaining data were found to be statistically consistent with the assumption of normality using a Shapiro-Wilk test (p = 0.08) (Shapiro and Wilk 1965). A Student t-test found that a report labeled by DMC as over-performing (i.e. one which compressed better under the over-performing model) had significantly better expected yearly returns than one which was labeled as under-performing (p ; 0.001). The 95% confidence interval for difference in mean return of stocks labeled by DMC as over-performing was versus under-performing was 6.07-18.95%, with a mean of 12.5%.

Further, stocks picked by DMC as over-performing were found to have mean returns higher than the DJIA as a whole. A t-test found that the mean performance of stocks picked by DMC was significantly better than investing in the DJIA over the period of interest (p ; 0.05), with a mean improvement of 4.98%, and 95% confidence interval of 0.58-9.38%. Figure 1a summarizes these results with a violin plot.

In spite of these promising findings, the models produced were not especially good at partitioning stocks into their “true” class, i.e. at separating them about the median value in each year. The accuracy of the compression classifier in producing the labels assigned in the dataset was only 52%; hardly better than random guessing.

From these results, we conclude that the hypothesis that annual reports contain no useful information for predicting the movements of stock prices should be rejected. Following the recommendations made by a classifier trained on the annual reports produced a significant improvement in the average returns generated over simply buying all stocks in the DJIA. A possible reason for the poor predictive accuracy is that reports during a good year (i.e. a Bull market) might be much more similar to those generated by top performing companies in the past than by poorly performing companies. Consequently, the model will tend to label them all as over-performers and so will be “wrong” about half of them.

The number of companies which are rated over-performing weakly correlated with the movements of the DJIA, with a correlation coefficient of 0.3. Of particular interest though is that the model does exhibit a tendency to rate more companies over-performing when an especially strong

---

2Violin plots show a box plot with a rotated kernel density (smoothed histogram) plot overlaid. This gives a good overview of the distribution of the data. Plots were generated with the violoplot library in R (Team and others 2012)(Adler 2005).
bull market is present, and to behave oppositely during a market crash.

**Impact of Regulation on Information in Form 10-K**

The second hypothesis was evaluated on data gathered as described above. The same outlier removal was performed. Stock returns were normalized against the DJIA in the corresponding year. ANOVA was used for analysis, with the source of the data (years 2002-2007 vs. 1995-2000) and the labels produced by DMC used as explanatory variables for stock return. The interaction term in this model represents the combined effect of report type (pre/post RFD) and model label (over- or under-performing). A significant interaction term would indicate that the change in report type produces a change in the predictive power of the labels produced by DMC. The p-value associated with this term by ANOVA was insignificant (p ≥ 0.8). Consequently, we reject the hypothesis that Regulation Fair Disclosure improved the information content of the Form 10-K filings of DJIA components. Any change in performance is attributable to the differing time periods studied. This is particularly obvious in the summary of the results found in figure 1b. The post RFD period contains a market crash, while the pre RFD period does not, which manifests as increased volatility in the returns as well as lower average returns overall.

**More Data, More Profits**

The third hypothesis was evaluated by constructing a new classification model. This model (hereafter the “forgetful” model) was trained only on the previous years’ annual reports, rather than all previous years’ reports. Like the baseline model from section 8, the model was trained and evaluated separately on each year of the data set. After removal of outliers, as discussed in 7, a Student’s t-test was applied to determine whether the classification labels applied by the model were a good predictor of stock returns. The test found no significant difference in performance between stock labeled as over-performers by the model, and those labeled as under-performers (p ≥ 0.29). In fact, the observed mean of returns for the over-performing group was lower than the observed mean for the under-performing group, suggesting that the model would have performed better if its output was inverted.

The forgetful classification model was also compared directly with the model from experiment 1 (the baseline model). ANOVA using the interaction between classification model and label selection as an explanatory variable and returns as the response variable found that the interaction term for classification model and labels had a significant effect on returns (p ≤ 0.005). Consequently, we reject the hypothesis that providing the classifier with more historical training data has no positive effect on its performance. Increasing year was also found to be positively correlated with the ratio of returns (ρ = 0.39). A year-by-year comparison of average returns for the forgetful and baseline models can be seen in figure 1c.

One of the most visible effects in figure 1c is the behavior of the models during the recent stock market crash in 2008. While the baseline model recommended purchase of only Walmart shares that year, the forgetful model suggested buying all 29 stocks presented to it. This suggests that the baseline model could be recalling the earlier market crash in 2002 when making decisions in 2008.

**Conclusion and Future Work**

Several contributions are worth highlighting in the above passages. First, the creation of a new dataset for stock market prediction could provide a useful benchmark for future researchers. We intend to make the set publicly available in the near future. Second, to the best of our knowledge, no previous work has examined the use of compression classifiers for market prediction based on annual reports and company filings, with previous approaches adopting more widely used machine learning methods like Support Vector Machines and Bayesian classifiers. We show that compression clas-
sifiers can be applied with statistically significant benefit to a comparatively small sample of data (around 10% of the size used in previous work (Butler and Kešelj 2009)(Balakrishnan, Qiu, and Srinivasan 2010)), and that larger amounts of data leads to improved performance. Tentatively, we also claim that more data allows the model to recall periods of high volatility in the market, based on its performance during the first market crash in the data set, but much improved performance during the more recent 2008 crash.

The new system is also interesting in that it utilizes no preprocessing of annual reports at all, predicting their content directly from the raw text. This could be a considerable advantage for average users, who may lack the technical expertise to process reports into formats suitable for a conventional classifier (primarily creating features using expert knowledge). This could reduce the benefits derived by domain experts from the subtextual information present in annual reports, by making it more available to typical users.

Further work in this domain with DMC would first seek to construct an expanded dataset, perhaps based around the S&P500 index, in order to expand upon the findings presented here. It might also be interesting so test the impact of the variety of file formats used by different companies in their filings on DMC’s performance, or the performance of a hierarchical classifier which incorporates DMC’s recommendations into other data, like current market prices, volatility, and company history. It might also be interesting to investigate the use of DMC in fraud detection by comparing the literal sentiment of reports to the recommendations made by DMC.
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